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Peter McKeague, David Harrison and myself are researching the topic of bridge chapels and our aim is to 

produce the first major publication devoted to the bridge chapels of medieval England and place these 

monuments in their European context. 

During 1031-37 Eudes II, Count of Blois announced he would  construct a bridge across the Loire at Tours 

(France) for the benefit of his soul.  From the 12th century there is increasing evidence that bridges in north-

west Europe were built as acts of piety and as a result many of these bridges were furnished with chapels as 

emblems of Christian charity. In 1163 Peter, chaplain of St Mary Colechurch (a City of London parish) rebuilt or 

repaired a wooden phase of London Bridge and in c 1176 he is credited with starting the construction of a 

masonry bridge. It was completed in 1209 and possessed a chapel. The Old Ouse Bridge in York, which was 

apparently constructed in c  1170-80, also possessed a chapel. In 1196 there is a reference to Gregory 

“chaplain to Exe Bridge” in Exeter. These three examples are  England’s oldest  bridge chapels. The vast 

majority of English bridge chapels for which there is good documentary evidence were chantry chapels built by 

rich patrons.  The establishment of these chantry chapels was linked with the development of the new concept 

of personal salvation which started  during the late 13th century.  For instance, a chantry chapel at Wakefield 

Bridge  (Yorkshire) was relicensed and endowed in 1397 by Edmund Langley Duke of York “to pray for the soul 

of the founder and all other Christian souls.” The aim of this paper is to explore how,  why and when this 

process  of bridge chapel  construction took place in England until the Reformation.  The evidence for the 

endowment of chantry chapels, the involvement of guilds, the role of hermits and monastic houses including 

suburban  hospitals  will be reviewed. 

 


